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Summary:
This document provides an overview of the status and key activities that the Agriculture Task Force has
undertaken since June 2021 until May 2022. In addition, a proposed list of recommendations is included as
well as the proposed annual workplan for 2022/2023.

Action requested from the EGM IWG:
Take note of the task force report and recommendations and adopt the annual workplan.

The 7th Meeting of the AEWA European Goose Management International Working Group is being hosted by the Finnish
Ministry of the Environment and the Finnish Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry.
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Introduction
The role of the Agriculture Task Force is to assist the working group, Task Forces and processes in the
European Goose Management Platform (EGMP). In this document, an overview of activities since the
6th meeting of the AEWA European Goose Management International Working Group 21-23 June 2021 (online
conference format) is given. A draft workplan for 2022/2023, pending on the incorporation of the outcomes of
the 6th meeting of the Agriculture Task Force being held 22 April 2022, is also presented.

1. Status of the Task Force Membership
The Agriculture Task Force consists of 28 members (status as of 2 May 2022) representing ten Range States
and representatives from Birdlife International, Copa Cogeca, FACE, the Wadden Sea Forum, Wetlands
International, the Data Centre and the AEWA Secretariat (Annex 1). Since the previous report (2021/2022),
there are two new members from the Netherlands representing the Provincial Fauna Management Unit, NoordHolland (Annex 1).

2. Meetings
Since the previous report, the members of the Task Force have met in two online meetings: the 24th November
2021 and the 22nd April 2022. In addition to a Round Table with updates from each member and Range State,
various news and information are shared from the Data Centre and the Secretariat. Plans for, and experiences
from, the Agriculture Task Force organised webinars were also presented and discussed (see Agenda item 3).
At the last meeting, a more “extended” Round Table provided useful and interesting information from all
members. Ongoing projects and activities were presented, and results and experiences briefly discussed.
In addition to the task force meetings, there have been various communications among task force members
(email correspondence), as well as a short online meeting in the webinar organizing committee.

3. Report of key activities and outcomes
Webinars
The main activity in 2021/2022 has been the organization of webinars focussing on relevant themes for this
task force: geese and agriculture. A planning committee has been established where, in addition to the Task
Force Coordinator, Johan Månsson and Lovisa Nilsson from the Wildlife Damage Centre in Sweden, Heinz
Düttmann from the Ministry of Environment in Lower Saxony and Frank Ahlhorn from the Wadden Sea Forum
are members.
The first webinar, At the interphase between geese and agriculture: Setting the scene, was held on 27 May
2021 where presentations were given by speakers from nine Range States (Annex 2). The aim was to give an
overview of where and when goose damages occur in each Range State, what is damaged and who is doing the
damage. For this webinar, task force members were invited and could also invite two more persons to attend.
We decided that the first webinar should be a relatively internal happening in order to test such an arrangement
and lower the threshold for being a speaker. All the presentations are openly available at the EGMP website
under the webinar-information label:
https://egmp.aewa.info/webinar-interphase-between-geese-and-agriculture-setting-scene.
A second webinar, How to manage agricultural damage and conflicts? was announced with an open invitation
and the 9th December 2021 a total of 134 persons attended this webinar. Eight presentations, grouped in three
themes (Annex 3), were given. All the presentations were recorded and can be found at the EGMP YouTube
channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Inmz8zuvipU.
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A third webinar will be arranged 10 June 2022. This time we aim for a shorter webinar, with three presentations
of relevant themes including a Q & A session. The webinar will, like the second webinar, be announced widely
and recorded.
Metadata overview
An overview of metadata from various projects and activities have been created by the task force. The purpose
is to improve the communication of activities/data availabilities, and especially information from the co-called
“grey literature”, which may not necessarily be available for all, will be included. Also, by providing the
contact information of relevant persons (project leaders), the aim is to open for knowledge sharing and
networking. The metadata overview was originally created in an excel sheet and also added to the GitLab
platform in 2021. For a more feasible overview, however, it was on the previous task force meeting decided
that we shall transform the file to a google document. The document will be available for all EGMP members,
and Agriculture Task Force members may edit and add new projects/reports as they develop (or ask the
coordinator to update the overview with the new information).
At the previous task force meeting, it was also decided to reduce the amount of information needed when
adding new projects/activities. The information will now be narrowed down to basic information like project
name, contact person, site and a link to available reports, papers or webpages (if there is any online information
available).

4. Recommendations and Draft Workplan 2022/2023
As the role of the Agriculture Task Force is to assist the working group, we expect to receive documents for
review and comments from the other task forces and the Modelling Consortium. Some documents are expected
before the upcoming EGM IWG7-meeting in June 2022. We anticipate that this task will continue in
2022/2023.
Webinars appear to be a popular happening and opens for a low-threshold participation for Range State
members also well beyond the EGMP-group. Hence, at least one more webinar will be arranged in the coming
period.
The original idea with a face-to-face meeting has not been possible to arrange due to the pandemic situation.
Although the current conditions open for such an event, there are no available resources for this at present. We
still keep this possibility open, but outcome will depend on (I) available resources, (II) a meeting place with a
local organizer, and (III) available time for an organising committee to arrange the workshop.
In addition to the tasks mentioned above, the Agriculture Task Force will continue to be a resource for the
working group and the other task forces and will deal with any other matters that may arise during the various
processes in EGMP in the coming year.
Below is an overview of Agriculture Task Force related issues of the cross-cutting actions in the ISSMPs,
copied from the Annual Workplan (a google-document).
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Table 1. Annual Workplan of the EGMP Agriculture Task Force (taken from the online EGMP Task Force
and AFMP workplans)
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Annex 1. Members of the Agriculture Task Force as of 02 05 2022
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Annex 2. The agenda of the Agriculture Task Force’s first webinar
At the interphase between geese and agriculture: Setting the Scene
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Annex 3. The agenda of the Agriculture Task Force’s second webinar
How to manage agricultural damage and conflicts?
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